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From the Principal’s Desk
How to Think of Rest In a New Way
Last weekend as I was scrolling through different news articles, my attention came to an article on
Rest; Strategies for Restorative Rest. The article is based on a book, "Sacred Rest, Recover Your
Life, Renew Your Energy, Restore Your Sanity", by Dr. Saundra Dalton-Smith. At a time of change,
transition and stress, it is a message that we can all use. It is a new way to consider the word, REST,
and how we can incorporate it in our daily lives.
According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, approximately one-third of society gets
fewer than 7 hours of sleep each night. Often, the lack of sleep can be attributed to increased stress,
inability to manage stress, weight gain, decreased ability to solve problems and decreased ability to
fully function day to day. Often "sleep" is prescribed but sleep often does not solve the underlying
concern(s). It is possible that we are not resting our bodies and minds properly to feel restored.
"Rest is the bridge that takes us from our busy chronically stressed schedules into those deeper
levels of sleep our bodies need", says Dr. Saundra Dalton. The proper form of rest allows and assists
to get the proper type of sleep.
The different types of rest can include:
Physical Rest
This is the amount of sleep where we get to feel refreshed and re-energized each day. However,
have you considered the active physical rest you get during the day? Some activities would include,
yoga, stretching, walking for the enjoyment of walking, a hot bath, deep breathing, or massage
therapy. These are all areas that we can tend to our physical rest needs. Yes, we need physical
activity, but equally important is physical rest. This releases tension and calms the mind.
Mental Rest.
Our society has us multitasking like never before. Look at your laptop or computer. Do you have ten
tabs open at any given time? Do you feel that life is just too busy to turn off your phone or computer
at home? If you have a hard time focusing or being present, one tip is to have a "word chair". If you
feel unfocused, in a state of frenzy, think of one word that brings you back to the present. At home,
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maybe the word is "family", at work maybe it is "presentation", this brings you back to the moment
and gives us a space for mental rest.
Sensory Rest
Automatically we think of the screen time and giving our minds a break from technology. But it is
more than that. Our days are filled with sensory overload. Are your days filled with; people always
talking, the TV being on when no one is watching it, constantly having the radio on in the car, or
having background noise just to have noise? Try having small peaceful moments in your day where
there is no noise.
Creative Rest
This type of rest allows us to focus on solutions easier and solve problems. This is not taking a
painting class or pottery lessons - that is considered creative work. Creative rest is allowing yourself
to appreciate the beauty around us. This might be natural beauty (sunsets/sunrises, mountains, or
ocean sounds) but it also involves appreciating art work, poetry, music or theater. This appreciation
inspires you and can awaken a new appreciation for the small things in life.
Emotional Rest
Do you find it hard to keep on smiling each day and putting a lot of energy into being happy when you
really aren't happy? It is important to have someone that you can rest emotionally with. This could
be a spouse, friend, trusted family member. Being able to unload your emotions, thoughts and
feelings is healthy. This allows a true reset of your bottled up emotions in a safe and caring
environment.
Social Rest
This is the rest we experience around the life-givers in our lives. You get social rest by surrounding
yourself with people that do not require anything from you. Your soul gets fed by being around them.
"They are not the loud ones in your life". These are the people that you need to be very intentful and
mindful to schedule time to be with.
Spiritual Rest
This is the core of our being that feels connected and accepted to something other than ourselves.
This gives peace, faith and hope in times of needs and distress. For some this religion, attending
mass, praying, but for some it can look like a sense of belonging and community. Spiritual rest offers
a sense of blessings and helping others.
(Condensed from "Sacred Rest, Recover Your Life, Renew Your Energy, Restore Your Sanity", by Dr. Saundra
Dalton-Smith.)

I hope you are able to find new ways to find rest, feel rejuvenated and restored,
Brian Horbay
Principal
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SCHOOL NEWS
February and March at a Glance
February 9 - Hot Lunch order deadline.
February 11 & 12 - Teacher Convention - No school for students
February 15 - Family Day - no school.
February 16 - Hot Lunch. Parent Council Meeting 6:30 p.m.
March 4

- Early Dismissal

March 29 - April 5 - Spring break and Easter Break combined.

To stay up to date - follow RHS is on twitter @RoundHillSch
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February REAL Award Recipients
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The school was invaded with Superheros on Feb. 4th

The Groundhogs were out on Feb 2nd
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Here are February's Wellness Packs
K-2: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tdBlfVXTz8dLK7AzOSyfmhzcAsDCB-hY/view?usp=sharing
3-4: https://drive.google.com/file/d/14yE1obnQnqAsoGSVRYYq_xRIHJ2g2SCM/view?usp=sharing
5-6: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bMfXTG-K8j_8duf7O1h-w0uE240pvq7o/view?usp=sharing
7-9:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vnJiQ_3QqbhLWF4ZBVVRc5oA6T22IlQx/view?usp=sharing
10-12:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17FSOmpdjkbrevL5g9uAwccpJW1U7xbWJ/view?usp=sharing
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